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1 Introduction
In this report we discuss the strategic directions and challenges in the management and use of
storage systems |those components of computer systems responsible for the storage and retrieval
of data. Typical large-scale storage systems include the following components of secondary and
tertiary storage:
 rigid or hard magnetic disks;
 parallel disk arrays;
 optical disks, which come in several variants: read-only (such as CD-ROM and Digital Video
Disk (DVD)), write-once (WORM), and rewritable (magneto-optical or phase change);
 magnetic tape, such as 4mm (DAT), 8mm, and Digital Linear Tape (DLT);
 autochangers, which combine storage devices with racks of tape cartridges or optical disk
platters that can be moved to and from the drives by robotics.
Complete storage systems also include software to manage and orchestrate the storage components. Such software includes management and con guration utilities for storage devices, logical
volume managers that tie multiple physical devices together as one, and le systems to arrange
layout of data on storage devices.
Storage systems represent a vital and growing market. Their primary components are magnetic
and optical disk drives, magnetic tapes, and large-capacity robotic assemblies of drives and cartridges. Storage hardware sales in 1995 topped $40 billion, including more than 60,000 terabytes of
hard disk storage. In recent years, the amount of storage sold has been almost doubling each year;
in the near future it is expected to sustain an annual growth of about 60 percent. This enormous
growth rate has been accompanied by a 50 percent per year decrease in the cost per byte of storage.
These growth trends exceed those of the personal computer market.
The focus of this report is on secondary storage systems, and primarily magnetic disk drives,
since these are the dominant storage devices commercially. Many of the issues discussed here arise
also in tertiary storage systems that use tape drives and autochangers, where there is an even
greater disparity between main memory performance and tertiary device access times. For more
information on this area, we refer the reader to the proceedings of the IEEE Symposia on Mass
Storage Systems and work elsewhere that touches on the integration of tertiary storage systems
into an overall storage hierarchy (e.g., [34, 37, 47, 66]).
In the next section we discuss the issues and problems in large-scale storage. An important set
of broad strategic goals are identi ed in Section 3, and relevant research directions are outlined in
Section 4. We make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
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2 Storage Challenges
To what use is the growing amount of storage being put? Storage capacity is being consumed in
several ways:
 Cached data. Local copies of data and applications provide privacy, speed and availability.
For example, almost all personal computers contain a hard disk that holds a local copy of the
operating system and many, if not all, of the applications used.
 Historical data. In the past it was often the case that only the most recent, active data could
be stored. Nowadays it is frequently cost-e ective to store historical data (including audit
trails) on-line, so as to allow operations such as data mining and trend analysis.
 Multimedia. The recent increase in the generation, capture, and storing of digital multimedia (video, images, and sound) is consuming a disproportionate amount of storage capacity
because of the relatively large sizes of these data types. For example, it is estimated that
the fraction of the total available storage allocated to digital multimedia will grow from 10
percent in 1995 to 50 percent by 2005.
 Scienti c data. The amount of large-scale scienti c (especially geometric) data from geographic information systems (GIS), seismic databases, and satellite imagery is also growing
rapidly. NASA's EOS project will collect petabytes (thousands of terabytes) of spatial data
and imagery.
As the ubiquity of data storage has grown, so too have user expectations for it. It is no longer
enough simply to store data. High performance access to data must be provided, regardless of the
location of the data and users or of the nature of faults that may be interfering with access.
Unprecedented levels of reliability are needed for modern storage systems, re ecting the growing
importance of information as a commercial and national asset. Businesses in particular are coming
to rely on their stored information to an ever-increasing degree. As recent oods and other natural
disasters have demonstrated, companies that are suddenly unable to access their information base
can have considerable diculty surviving.
Not only is stored data becoming more crucial, but the applications that use the data are
becoming both more heterogeneous and more demanding in their needs. For example, applications
often expect to be able to make greater demands for higher bandwidth, increased capacity, and
lower latency than was the case in even the recent past. New algorithms and architectures put
di erent demands on the I/O subsystem.
Although the range of issues that storage system designers face is wide and varied, as we hope
to show in this report, it is possible to isolate four primary problems|performance, persistence
and reliability, scale, and ease of use|that arise in several settings.
Performance. A typical disk drive is a factor of 105 {106 times slower in performing a random
access than is the main memory of a computer system. Much of the diculty and complexity in
storage system design results from attempts to nd ways of masking this enormous discrepancy
in access time. Although disk performance is improving, it is doing so unevenly. Bandwidths
have recently been increasing at about 40 percent per year after a long period of stasis, but the
positioning time (the time needed to get the disk head and media to the right place) has seen
much smaller improvements because it is largely caused by mechanical motions that are subject
to physical bounds on inertia, acceleration, and arm sti ness. The result is that the performance
discrepancy between disk and main memory access times, typically called the access gap, will likely
be with us for quite a long time to come.
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Amdahl's law tells us that I/O performance must track compute performance if I/O is not to
become the bottleneck in high performance computation. There are really only four techniques
available for solving the performance problems:
 increasing storage device parallelism, so as to increase bandwidth between storage I/O devices
and main memory;
 more e ective caching and, more generally, reorganizing data within the storage system to
exploit locality, thereby reducing the cost of accessing data;
 overlapping I/O with computation (for example, by prefetching data before it is needed) in
order to reduce the time that an application spends waiting for data to be input from or
output to a slow storage device; and
 more e ective scheduling and, more generally, reducing or rearranging the accesses made to
data, possibly by changing the applications themselves.
The complexity of hiding the access gap is exacerbated by the need to provide some applications
with guarantees on latency or continuous bandwidth. Examples of such needs arise in continuous
media data types such as digital video. The bandwidth requirement allows a video stream to be
kept running without having to slow down the replay; the latency requirement bounds the amount
of bu er space needed to avoid dropping frames.
Persistence and Reliability. Storage systems are expected to be persistent, by which we mean
that the data they store survives across system restarts. Storage systems are also expected to be
reliable |that is, not lose data|across a multitude of failures, such as software errors, processor,
network and power supply outages, storage device failures, operator error, and complete site outages. The data must be made available to users and applications whenever it is needed, despite
these potential failure modes. The primary technique here is the use of full or partial redundancy
for data, the processors that access it, and the connections among components.
A related property, usually the shared responsibility of storage and application systems, is the
integrity of data, that is, the degree to which the contents of data (the bits and their meaning)
are not damaged by having been stored and retrieved. For example, it is usually an application's
responsibility to eliminate the dangling pointers that can be created when memory structures are
stored and accessed in distinct pieces [79].
Scale. Large systems bring new problems and exacerbate old ones. The multitude of devices
needed for large storage systems are hard to con gure, monitor, and manage. Examples of very large
scale include multi-terabyte global information systems, geographic information systems (GIS),
grand challenge datasets, and digital libraries. Capacity is not the only problem, however. There are
enormous bandwidth needs for applications running on massively parallel high-end supercomputers,
large-scale workstation clusters, multimedia servers, and data-mining systems. It is very dicult
to coordinate the storage, network, and computation resources needed to meet the bandwidth and
latency needs of hundreds or thousands of concurrent users in such large-scale systems.
An increasingly important issue of scale for storage is locating, or naming, desired information.
Large capacity in storage systems usually implies a large number of named data collections. Collections of storage systems often share a common namespace, and in the case of the world wide
web, data managed by diverse machines, applications, and access technologies all share the same
fast-growing namespace. This problem is compounded by on-line tertiary archives; not only must
a name be found for the data sought, but the properties of its storage, such as its physical media
and logical representation, need to be retrieved and the proper conversions must be identi ed.
Namespace support, such as access-control security and type, keyword/tag or full-text search, is
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becoming a generic need of storage systems, not something that should be provided separately in
each application domain.
Ease of Use. The user and programming abstractions provided for storage systems must mask
the complexity of hiding the access gap and managing scale. At the same time they need to
provide opportunities for applications or users to disclose additional information to the storage
system when doing so can signi cantly improve performance. Many applications handle massive
data sets that are many times larger than main memory. Practical|let alone optimal|execution
of such algorithms often involves careful choreography of multiple concurrent data movements. To
increase the number of such applications, this data movement needs to be speci ed in a high-level
way so that the applications become easier to write.
The above four issues cannot be addressed independently; they often impact one another. For
example, making storage I/O systems easier to use via high-level abstractions can hurt performance.
Much of the complexity in storage systems stems from attempting to meet the goals of persistence
and reliability at the same time as the performance goals. For example, writing updates lazily
to disk can reduce I/O trac and allow better device scheduling through request reordering, yet
it exposes data to loss from power or component failures, and it can allow partial, inconsistent
updates to occur.
The eld of storage systems spans a wide range of disciplines, providing a common ground on
which these di erent disciplines meet, as illustrated in Figure 1. We distinguish the eld of storage
systems from the eld of information systems and from speci c application domains by their degree
of structure: Storage systems operate on collections of largely uninterpreted data bytes, whereas
information systems and application domains generally understand and interpret the information
that they maintain. As systems evolve, storage systems are beginning to deal with structured data,
and there is a continuum of degree of content understanding from the I/O system to the application
system. Work in storage systems therefore bene ts from and signi cantly enriches the theory and
practice of a multitude of elds. Some of the relevant elds, together with illustrative examples of
the areas and techniques that overlap with storage I/O, are the following:
 databases and information systems: geographic information systems (GIS), digital libraries,
B-trees, object stores, transactions, journaling, query optimization, data mining;
 fault-tolerance: mirroring, RAID, multi-pathing;
 computer architecture: buses/channels, I/O processors;
 real-time/multimedia systems: video servers, guaranteed bandwidth;
 parallel computing: out-of-core (external memory) applications, parallel le systems, predictable access patterns, workstation clusters;
 algorithm theory: out-of-core (external memory) algorithms, parallel disk models, sorting and
searching, computation and access (co)scheduling;
 compiler and runtime systems: programming environments, data tiling and blocking;
 operating and le systems: clustering, multi-level indexing, bu er caches, readahead algorithms, virtual memory paging, storage hierarchy access and control algorithms; and
 distributed systems: parallel, concurrent, mobile, non-local le system designs.
Detailed discussions of the above elds can be found in the reports of the respective working groups
of this workshop.
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Figure 1: Storage I/O systems research exchanges ideas with, uses results from, and enriches many
other computing domains and techniques. This gure displays a few such areas of overlap.

3 Strategic Research Directions
In this section we identify, in no particular order, some strategic long-term goals for the storage
systems of the future, which will be charged with meeting the challenges described in Section 2:
 unify I/O techniques;
 exploit storage metadata;
 self-manage storage;
 accommodate multiple service classes;
 rapidly develop new technologies and techniques.

3.1 Unifying I/O techniques

The storage access and management techniques developed in diverse computing domains should
be codi ed and uni ed into a cogent body that can be retargeted as needed. Although related
to a standards e ort that has been underway for the last decade [34], this strategic direction
is not necessarily about standards; the goal of uni cation of I/O techniques is to enable new
I/O intensive applications to build on the successful techniques developed speci cally for other
application domains. Emerging data access applications dealing with the world wide web or mobile
computing should be within the scope of these techniques.

3.2 Exploiting storage metadata

Structural information (or metadata) describing stored data should be acquired and broadly exploited. Existing type information should be recognized and algorithms developed to use this information to meet type-speci c requirements. New metadata information types, such as for quality of
service for storage, and algorithms to exploit them, may be needed to meet emerging requirements.

3.3 Self-management

Storage management tasks such as (re)con guration, backup, and capacity-balancing or loadbalancing are often performed by human administrators. These tasks should be extracted from
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application systems and aggregated into the storage system. Wherever possible, management techniques should statically and dynamically adapt to the available resources and mix of application
workloads.

3.4 Accommodating multiple service classes

The emerging requirements for high availability and for guarantees on access latency and bandwidth
are distinct from one another and from the existing requirements for maximum sustained bandwidth
and minimum access latency. Storage systems must accommodate these multiple classes of service.
Parallels with techniques in the networking community should be sought and exploited.

3.5 Rapid adoption of new technologies

New storage device technologies such as Digital Video Discs (DVD), holographic crystal arrays, and
micromechanical magnetic arrays, along with new software and management techniques needed for
their use, should be sought out and exploited to provide users a widening range of storage quality
trade-o s and to reduce the access gap between main memory and existing storage technology
performance.

4 Technical Research Directions and Approaches
In this section we outline several promising technical approaches to address the strategic goals of
Section 3. These approaches include
 richer semantics and information hiding for various storage interfaces, via
{ virtual device interfaces,
{ new programmer abstractions;
 pushing or pulling customization information through these interfaces by
{ exploiting data types and access patterns,
{ quality of service negotiation;
 sophisticated prefetching, caching, and scheduling;
 infrastructure changes to allow ecient implementations of the above approaches, such as
{ detailed performance and behavior models,
{ exploiting idle processing power,
{ application in uence over operating system policies.

4.1 Virtual device interface

A virtual device interface is a programmatic interface that allows the hiding of one or more features
of the underlying storage system's implementation. It can be used for many purposes. For example,
in the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), the physical characteristics of a hard disk such as
cylinder, track, and sector are hidden behind the virtual device interface provided by a linear block
address space. This indirection enables devices to pack more data onto outer tracks than ts on
inner tracks and to distribute spare sectors so that a replacement sector can be near a faulty sector,
without having to modify the applications that use the device (in this case, operating systems
software).
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Virtual device interfaces are used by disk arrays (commonly called Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks, or RAID [9]) that provide full or partial redundancy for stored data to increase its
availability. By doing so, they are able to hide the details of the location of redundant information
and its relationship with non-redundant data (for example, which blocks are in a mirrored pair
or parity set) [42]. Furthermore, disk failures can be transparently identi ed; the data from the
broken disks can be automatically reconstructed onto spare disks, and future accesses remapped to
the new devices [32].
Storage devices are typically burdened by long positioning times, and a virtual device can be
used to dynamically remap the physical location associated with a logical block, thus reducing the
current access latency [19, 23, 57, 58, 73]. Additionally, most modern disk drives perform dynamic
request reordering, in some cases taking advantage of low-level information available only inside
the storage device to optimize the request sequencing [35, 63].
Since there is no single redundant disk array organization that is optimal for all accesses, the
choice of redundancy scheme used to protect data can be dynamically selected so as to balance
competing demands for low cost, high throughput, and high availability [48, 61, 76].
Using a virtual device model, self-managing storage systems may migrate into the storage
system much of the low-level device-management functions that are traditionally exported into
client operating systems. This might allow, for example, a storage subsystem to accept new devices
or workload requirements and transparently (re)con gure itself to utilize the resources of the new
device or meet the workload requirements [43, 30].
As these examples demonstrate, virtual device interfaces have already been exploited e ectively
in several ways. The exibility of virtual device interfaces ensures that they will play a major role
in emerging techniques for self-managing storage systems.

4.2 New programmer abstractions

There are a wide range of programmer abstractions for storage. The simplest abstraction, virtual
memory, o ers the programmer a simple and elegant model that largely hides the notion of storage,
but can cause performance to su er.
Most programming languages provide a single-dimensional character or block access interface,
called a read-write interface, that decouples data access from computation. While this interface encourages programmers to organize data in les that will be accessed sequentially (an efcient access pattern for most individual storage devices), it can also lead to access patterns and
load/compute/store cycles that cause excessive I/O, in some cases bring computation to a near
halt.
Techniques like caching are extremely e ective when they can exploit common locality patterns
in data accesses to reduce access time. Nonetheless, there are I/O-intensive applications where
explicitly anticipating storage parallelism and coordinating the scheduling of memory and data
accesses are essential for overall performance. Much e ort will be needed in designing I/O-ecient
algorithms that use fundamentally new approaches than their internal-memory counterparts. Linear algebra methodologies are useful in designing I/O-ecient algorithms that manipulate data
obliviously in regular patterns [16, 44], and techniques based on simulating parallel algorithms and
rearranging data by sorting have been successful for adaptive processing and irregularly structured
data [11]. Higher-level abstractions, perhaps implemented by compilers and runtime systems, will
be needed to provide storage access semantics and support for these new I/O-ecient algorithms
and the applications that use them.
There are currently three classes of such high-level abstractions being pursued: extensions to
the access-oriented existing interfaces; language-embedded operations on speci c types, mainly
array-oriented ; and a building block approach binding programmer-provided operations to accessoriented interfaces, called framework-oriented interfaces. Access-oriented extensions to the read7

write interface typically include data type speci cations and collective speci cation of multiple
transfers, sometimes involving the memories of multiple processing nodes. These interfaces, possibly
integrated into parallel programming toolkits, preserve the programmer abstraction of explicitly
requesting data transfer [12, 13, 14, 62, 65].
Array-oriented (or type-oriented) interfaces [15, 69] de ne compiler-recognized data types (typically arrays) and operations on these datatypes. Out-of-core computation is directly speci ed and
no explicit I/O transfers are managed by programmers. Array-oriented systems are e ective for
scienti c computations that make regular strides through arrays of data.
Framework-oriented interfaces [70] extend access-oriented interfaces by providing a set of efcient high-level data access methods that manage the redistribution of storage data, requiring
programmers only to specify the operations to be done on the data as it is redistributed. Frameworkoriented interfaces can be e ective for irregular memory access patterns.
By a similar extension of the storage abstraction, object-oriented storage (or object stores)
enhance the integrity of persistent data (that is, its resistance to loss of semantic meaning) through
type-safe, object-oriented computational models [8, 33, 45, 52, 64, 79].
The eciency of array-oriented, framework-oriented, and object-oriented storage systems depends critically upon the appropriate mapping of the higher-level semantics to the functionality of
the lower levels of the I/O system. This means that I/O system architecture must in uence the
structure of these abstractions, and perhaps vice-versa.

4.3 Exploiting data types and access patterns

A growing phenomenon is the \publication" of stored data, in which format and interpretation
conventions of data are made public, and applications can recognize and interpret the data they
nd. Examples are diverse: MPEG is a video format, GIF is an image format, and HDF is a
hierarchical data format for scienti c data sets. If storage systems could recognize and exploit this
structure information where it is useful, they could provide more e ective application support.
Similarly, the access patterns of I/O-intensive applications, within and across les, are increasingly predictable [1, 17, 40]. For example, matrix subroutines often access data in regular patterns
called strides. Full text search sequentially processes each le in a set. Incremental compilation
and linking generally operate on the same set of les and library modules during each invocation.
An important approach to increased application customization is recognizing and exploiting these
predictable access patterns [20].
Data types and access patterns are closely related in that we can use a data type to anticipate
the data's access pattern. Wherever possible, transparent extraction of storage attributes or access
patterns of speci c applications is desirable [31, 68]. Transparency reduces the impetus of programmers to specialize for particular storage capabilities, avoids the costs of retro tting old codes and
retraining programmers, and avoids establishing new interdependencies between applications and
storage that may become inappropriate or inecient as technology changes. In some situations,
however, the information that can be extracted transparently comes too late, too inaccurately, or
at more cost than value. Alternatives to the transparent learning of types and access patterns
include analysis tools in compilers and explicit hints by applications. For example, a compiler for
code that processes a memory-mapped matrix structure has been shown to anticipate data needed
by future iterations as it processes current iterations [50]. Applications that plan accesses before
executing them, such as search, visualization, and query processing, are able to deliver the access
plan to their storage system; this approach lends itself to more detailed and accurate information
with less delay.
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4.4 Quality of service negotiation

The quality of service abstraction developed in the networking community is appealing because it
addresses issues similar to ours, such as latency, bandwidth, and reliability [25]. If we group the
requirements of storage access and management into distinct classes of service, the most relevant
parameters of each class can be identi ed and passed to storage as access is initiated or space
is allocated. A few distinct classes of service are already clear: best-e ort high-throughput for
accessing large amounts of data, best-e ort low-latency for accessing small amounts of data, highly
reliable veri ed-update of valuable data, and guaranteed bandwidth for continuous media. In many
cases, a great deal of additional information is available to describe the goals or behaviors of clients.
Such needs can be captured by associating attributes with the storage or its accesses, and used
to drive selection of storage device, placement, and dynamic policies such as caching [26, 30, 77].
Research problems here include nding the correct way to specify client needs and storage device
behaviors and how best to map one to the other.
Service quality speci cation may be done interactively through an explicit negotiation step,
enabling the requesting application to modify its request based upon the capabilities o ered by
the storage system. For example, a full-motion video viewer application may request a certain
guaranteed bandwidth for a stream. The storage system may refuse this, but instead countero er a guarantee if the application is willing to use a more appropriate request size. Similarly, a
best-e ort access may inquire of the storage system the access size and alignment that leads to
highest throughput [5, 53]. The negotiation interface can be extended to handle dynamic changes
in the application requirements or the available resources that may nullify a pre-negotiated service
quality. Prefetching and caching policies on mobile computers with variable network connectivity
are expected to need such cooperative dynamic adaptation [51]. With a collaborative partnership
between applications and the storage system, individual applications can determine how best to
adapt, but the storage system can still monitor resources and enforce allocation decisions.

4.5 Sophisticated prefetching, caching, and scheduling

One of the primary uses of the expanded metadata provided by the above type, access-pattern,
and service-class acquisition techniques will be to customize storage-access scheduling and cachereplacement decisions. Prefetching and write-behind can hide access latency by overlapping accesses
with computation or other accesses, increasing exploitation of parallel storage resources, and migrating storage accesses to less busy periods [39].
Caching policies can lessen the cost of accessing storage and can help balance the load on
storage devices. Scheduling can improve device throughput by reordering accesses for lowered
positioning times, balance the use of resources over multiple requesting applications, and reduce
processing overheads by coalescing distinct accesses into a single larger access [38, 55]. For example,
algorithms have been developed for ecient use of device parallelism and cache resources, given
sucient access pattern information or hints [7, 36, 54]. Useful extensions would be to support
multiple active streams with di erent information sources (type, access pattern, service parameter),
di erent accuracies of advance knowledge, and di erent service requirements.
Storage systems for continuous media, and the associated bandwidth and latency guarantees,
make heavy use of scheduling to maximize storage eciency while providing as much predictability
as possible [4, 56].
Network-resource scheduling theory may be helpful for advances in storage management, as
there are several parallels: In networking terms, advance knowledge of an access pattern is a
transfer speci cation, each storage device and requesting application is a source or destination, and
the cache and interconnect resources of the storage subsystem must be scheduled to accommodate
concurrent classes of service.
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4.6 Detailed performance and behavior models

To one degree or another, all of the strategic goals for storage systems bene t from better models of
application behavior and subsystem capabilities. For example, self-management of the allocation of
guaranteed bandwidth objects onto disk devices requires detailed models of the expected demand for
each object, the expected behavior of each device faced with these demands, and the set of behaviors
that meet the given guarantees. Models of all levels of abstraction will be needed: workload
distributions, extensive application traces, device and subsystem simulations, mathematical models
of service class interactions, asymptotic behavior, and average-case and worst-case bounds [2, 10,
41, 59, 60, 71, 78]. Rapid progress in the modeling area is important to some strategic goals. For
example, the utility of speci c data-type or access-pattern information depends upon the existence
of models exploiting this information. New storage subsystem designs such as HP AutoRAID or
StorageTek Iceberg have much more complex behavior than prior subsystems such as single hard
disks or RAID level 5 arrays [76]. When storage system technology is not advanced suciently for
a particular application's requirements, the existence of detailed models of storage system behavior
enables the application to take direct responsibility for satisfying its needs.

4.7 Exploiting idle processing power

With processor performance increasing and costs decreasing, as a result of low-cost microprocessors
and microcontrollers, there will be a profusion of computing power thorughout the computing
system. Substantial additional processing power will be available not only in end-user processors
but also in server machines, storage devices and subsystems, and network devices. Putting this
additional processing power to work may be a powerful tool for meeting the strategic goals of
I/O systems [21, 27]. The computing power is local to the devices and can take advantage of
specialized and real-time knowledge. Subsystem processing can be used for on-the- y modeling of
alternative storage con gurations and dynamic recon guration. It can also be used to execute more
complex, application-provided data operations and algorithms for resource scheduling, prefetching,
and caching. Subsystems are also likely to provide compression, search, timely delivery (for example,
of continuous media), and format translation. There are also opportunities for tight coupling with
network protocols. New directions in networking research, notably the ability to execute functions
in network devices, might be put to good use for meeting end-to-end application requirements from
storage access [74, 75]. In addition to exploiting the cycles of these idle machines in parallel and
distributed applications, storage systems can exploit idle cycles or memory resources for global
memory management [18, 24, 29].

4.8 Application in uence over operating system policies

Although it is valid to say that operating systems were invented to hide storage access and management from applications, their handling of storage systems is more generic than is appropriate for
many applications. Operating systems provide an uninterrupted, basic level of service to all applications, and thus code stability and generality are paramount. This also means that operating system
models of storage device and subsystem capabilities are often obsolete, and their customization to
application service requirements is usually minimal or total; that is, they may give the application
the choice of taking either no responsibility or full responsibility for device access and management.
Consequently, demanding applications such as database management systems prefer to take total
responsibility [67]. In the analogous case of the network interface, there is also much interest in
allowing applications to access devices directly and bear responsibility for management [6, 46, 72].
An important recent approach to application customization in operating systems can also be
applied to storage systems. This is the use of mechanisms that allow applications to help operating
systems make critical policy decisions [3, 22]. For example, applications and storage systems can
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cooperate to provide optimizations speci c to their access and management needs, such as better
memory management, reduced data copying, and parallel execution of simple ltering functions
near the data [28, 49].

5 Concluding Remarks
Storage systems are a large and important component of computing systems, and they will continue
to play a vital role in the forseable future. The access gap shows no imminent sign of vanishing,
and thus continuing research into storage I/O will be essential to reap the full bene t from the
advances occurring in many other areas of computer science. In the storage I/O area, we have
identi ed a few strategic research thrusts, which we summarize here:
First, the techniques developed across the wide range of computing domains involving storage
management need to be collected into a coherent, reusable body of understanding, and brought
to bear as a group upon the data employed by emerging applications. Such data is becoming
increasingly structured and applications ever more interoperable and integrated; both are raising
new challenges and new opportunities to exploit additional information in the storage system.
Second, expensive, complicated, and important storage-management functions, which were long
left to users and administrators, should be made the responsibility of the storage subsystems.
Such functions should be made markedly more dynamic and adaptive, so that they can cope
automatically with changing needs.
Third, in customizing storage management to increasingly demanding applications, classes of
service for storage should be identi ed, and integrated class resource scheduling should be developed.
Finally, the technological limitations of current storage devices are sorely felt. New device
technologies, as well as corresponding software and management techniques, should be sought and
rapidly adopted to expand the trade-o s available to customers, and to reduce (or better cope with)
the access gap between the performances of main and secondary memories.
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